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diachronic distribution, 176
high-frequency, 180
low-frequency, 179, 180
obsolete, reasons, 187
rationalisation, 178
remuneration, 184
forms, 64, 65, 112, 156
general histories, 4
historical, 87, 91, 95
idiosyncratic, 111
internal regularities, 64
modern, 10, 13, 16
orthography
compromise, 92
distinction, 130
positional, 131
principles, 37
recent explorations, 7
re-developments, 141, 143
standardisation, 5, 21, 23, 68, 69, 92
foreign texts, 80
framework, 64
matrix of focus, 25

semantic ambiguity, 114
categories, minimal pairs, 114
semantic disambiguation, 113, 116–19
analysis, 117
early stage, 120
separators, 105
mark-up, end-of-line, 106
sermons, 52
seventeenth century
cost
producing an edition, 53
three parameters, 53
political changes, 2
rise, 53–7

Shakespeare First Folio, 11, 62, 64, 69
shared printing, 310–12
Shaw, D. J., 45, 13
Shawcross, J. T., 4
Shevlin, E., F., 7
Shuger, D., 147, 148
Shute, R., 6, 7, 77, 142
Siebert, F. S., 48
Simmons, R. C., 182
Simpson, P., 173, 182, 183
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beginning, 1
black-letter, 144
book editions, 31
typographic styles, 166
waves, 12
Smith, J., 1, 4, 139
Smith, Sir T., 35, 181, 202
Latin treatise, 36
Smoluk, M., 1
Sönmez, M. J.-M., 4, 6
spaces, 142
width, 142
Spanish Armada, war, 51
spelling, 1, 7, 217
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changes, 29, 40, 111, 221
eythology driven, 191
quantitative analysis, 68
codification, 65

composers
influence, 46
consistencies, 142
conventions, 26, 28, 36
core mechanisms, 14
developments, 4, 15, 24, 123
chronological, 151
complexity, 66
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vocabulary database, 108
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multiple axes convergence, 24
patterns, 63
printing, 41
VARD, 114
waves, 30
structure, 24
system, 26
complexity, 36
focused, 26
standardised, 26
variants, 76, 155
valid, 121
variation, 63, 65
splitting, 106
Spolsky, B., 215
SQLite, 3, 91, 94
standardisation, 23–3, 33
first wave, 30, 32
i and j, 150, 151, 155
chronological, 151
gaphemic, 151
lexical, 151
language, written, 22
model
foundational, 21
linear theoretical, 24
modern, 135
norms, set of, 22, 33
phase, significant, 32
pragmatic, 14
printing introduction, 32
process, 22
repertoire, linguistic, 21
second wave, 31
stages, 21
Star Chamber
decree, 169
dict, 186
State, 48
stationers, 46, 49
controversy, 50
rights, corporate, 51
Stationers’ Company, 42, 55, 165, 168
apprentices, 205
joint stock, 55
struggles, 50
Stetter, C., 47
Strang, B. M. H., 4, 64
Strässler, J., 22
Stuart monarchs, 148
subscripts, 77–8
suffixes, 223
derivational, 4, 6, 29
superscripts, 77–8
Supralocalisation, 26
Taavitsainen, I., 5, 6, 11, 27
tagging, 62
material, 74–8
^ symbol, 75
extraction policy, 76
tags
<gap desc=>, 75
gap, 76
note, 81
XML, 79
testaments, 48
texts
encoding schemes, 62
literary prose and poetry, 70
medicine, 70
religious, 11, 70
revision, 47
science, 70
speech-related, 69
theoreticians, 17, 32, 34, 139
Thirty Years’ War (1618–1648), 212
threshold
higher validation, 116
zero, 89, 116, 123
titles, 51, 52, 79
comparison, 90
Latin, 166
printing, 168
Protestant, 168
religious, 141
tokenisation parameters, 92–8
convert_accented_characters, 95
correct_germative, 95
correct_ligatures, 95
lower case, 95
preserve_punctuation, 96
remove_hyphens, 96
special_characters, 97
split_word_initial, 97
stopwords, 97
unreliability_indicator, 96
tokeniser tool, 95, 96
tracts, 69, 72
tradesmen, 53
typefaces, 44, 143, 170
See also typography
black-letter, 144, 146
diachronic development, 152
frequency, 190, 220
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Winstock, H., 4
Wedha, J., 6
Whalley, J. I., 4
Wharton, J., 38
whitespace. See also break
Wilson, R. M., 4
Wójcik, J., 7
Wolfe, H., 6
Wolfe, R., 167
word division, 7
word lists, 203
words
categories, 68
compound, 105
counts, 104
forms, 112
trends, 66
high-frequency, 135, 198
hyphenation, 105
low-frequency, 135, 198
rate, 30
transition, downward, 31
types, 139
Wright, L., 24
Wrigley, E. A., 52
writings, 69
theological, 12, 70
Wyclifite manuscripts, 26
Wykyn de Worde, printing house, 163
XML, mark-up material, 74
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yeomen, 53
zero-threshold policy, 90
duplicate copies resolution, 89
validation principle, 89
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roman, 144, 146, 147, 184
varying orthographic details, 130
type founding, 52
types, 142
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organisational approaches, 165
pragmatic agreements, 222
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uniformity, relative
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encoding, 83
validations
false, 118, 119, 120
irregular, 132
variant, 88
Vallins, G. H., 4, 64
van Vliet, R., 53
Vandenbussche, W., 21
VARD 2 (Variant Detector), 62
variants
double, 203
forms, 67
graphemic, 68, 100
old-fashioned letter, 47
pairs, 88, 100, 103
cognate, 103
positional, 127
semantic spectrum, 118
word-final, 66
word-initial, 135, 144
variation, minimum, 25
Venezky, R. L., 4
verbs, phrasal, 122
vocabulary
high-frequency, 136
low-frequency, 136
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analysis, 194
developments, 205
digraphs, 197
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